Egger DHF
DHF lets you continue to work on
site, whatever the weather.
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Application areas

The best practical choice for
roof and wall.
DHF boards are resin-bonded medium-density fibreboards produced on
very modern facilities in a dry process. As moisture-resistant, vapourpermeable, and at the same time reinforcing boards, they are ideal for
the outer planking of the roof and walls. Thanks to the easy and fast
installation, DHF is an economical solution for your building project.
The use of DHF boards is regulated by EN 14964 and EN 13986. For use
as reinforcing planking, the boards have been granted a building permit
(Z-9.1-454) by the German Institute for Building Technology (DIBt). The
boards are particularly environmentally friendly and have low emissions
thanks to the formaldehyde-free glueing and the use of wood free of
hazardous substances.
But enough theory - let's see it in use.
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Application areas

© Jürgen Benner, Germany

From start to finish in eleven weeks:
the construction of a one-family home
in Germany

The construction of a one-family home in Germany
shows how energy-efficient, quick and dry a building
project can be when done with DHF boards.

11 weeks

Only
to
a completed home – with EGGER DHF
In cooperation with Enders Architekt und Russ
Holzbau (Germany), the building was divided after
the start of assembly into three sections (living area,
sleeping/guest area, storage room for agricultural
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tools) - and it was assembled on site in May 2013
with prefabricated elements. Only eleven weeks
and many installed DHF boards later, the house
was already completed and ready to be moved
into.
With a thickness of 15 mm, the DHF boards used
in the project are ideal for the prefabricated wall
and roof elements of low-energy homes thanks
to their vapour permeable and moisture-resistant
characteristics.

© Jürgen Benner, Germany

© Jürgen Benner, Germany

Proven partnership: OSB and DHF boards in
modern, vapour-permeable wooden construction.

The DHF board represents a safe underlay even in the case of a low roof pitch.
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Application areas

The application areas of the EGGER DHF board

1. EGGER DHF
on the roof

DHF boards are used in pitched roofs to create a
second water-draining layer under the roofing and
to structure reinforcing roof panels. They serve as a
rain-resistant additional measure. They also serve as
makeshift coverage during construction.
For roofs with full rafter insulation, that is, for regular
unventilated roof constructions, DHF boards are
highly beneficial thanks to their vapour-permeability.
As such, the components structure is largely vapourpermeable and an additional, preventive chemical
wood protection may be left out.

2. EGGER DHF
on the wall

As an external cladding of outer walls in timber
frame construction, DHF boards can be used
perfectly well behind curtain walls, but also under
thermal insulation composite systems and masonry
facings. They can also take over the function of
reinforcement planking.
A condensation-free and physically safe
construction presupposes a fully insulated structure
with vapour-permeable DHF boards as external
planking. It provides the necessary windtightness
of the components. Thanks to their stability, DHF
boards are highly suitable for the use of blow-in
insulation material.
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1.
→

2.
→

EGGER DHF on the roof
Detailed information
is available on page 18.

EGGER DHF on the wall
Detailed information
is available on page 22.
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Product advantages

2
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2 Product advantages
How does an advantage
turn into a benefit?
Via the right product!

And in this case the right product is the DHF board. Vapour-permeable,
moisture-resistant, puncture-resistant, windproof - this is only a small
selection of its features. The sum of all features results in a lot of
advantages and the right product for your building project. Take
advantage of it, and save time and money. And we promise: We will
not withhold any of the numerous advantages from you.
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Product advantages

3 in 1 board
One board - three important functions:

1.

Puncture resistance

			

2.

Water-repellent layer 		

3.

Windtightness

		

The use of DHF boards makes it possible
to quickly and effectively create a waterdraining, windproof and accessible roof
surface.
As compared to the conventional
method of constructing a roof, three
functions are fulfilled with one
operation.

Rain resistance and
outdoor weathering
DHF boards offer thoroughly tested rain
resistance. DHF boards can be used up
to a roof pitch of 14° without additional
measures.
Nail sealing tape is not necessary when
using DHF boards.

The boards can be weathered outdoors
for two months as temporary roofing
between March and November. During
the winter months, outdoor weathering
should be limited to a maximum of two
weeks.

Tongue and groove profile
The optimised tongue and groove
profile allows for a better and a fast
installation, allowing the user to save
time and money.
The asymmetric, conic profile ensures,
on the one hand, that water can run
without problems across the board
joint, and creates, on the other hand, a
windproof structure. For a rain-resistant
installation on the roof, the edge must
always point with the tongue to the
ridge.
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Vapour-permeability
DHF boards have low resistance to water
vapour diffusion. With a μ value of 11, for
the available board thickness of 15 mm
there is an sd value of less than 0.2 m. In
combination with a vapour control layer
on the interior of the components (e.g.,

OSB 3 boards), safe and durable
structures can be constructed with low
condensation risk and high drying
potential. Vapour barrier film on the
interior is not generally necessary when
using DHF boards.

EGGER OSB

EGGER DHF

(interior)

(exterior)

Raw density
With a high raw density of at least
600 kg/m³, DHF boards can be used as
alternatives to other wood-based
materials (OSB, chipboard) in structures
with fire protection requirements.
The high raw density, in relation to
large-area installation with few joints,
has a positive effect on the noise
reduction of components.

Roof constructions particularly benefit
from this. In addition, boards with high
heat storage capacity combined with
high raw density have a sensible
contribution to heat protection in the
summer.

Hail safety
If the roof cover is damaged by hail, the
DHF board below provides reliable
protection against water.

During construction, the DHF board also
ensures hail protection until the final
roof cover is completed.
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Product advantages

Nail grid
The DHF board is quickly installed,
thanks to the printed nail grid aiding
assembly. It is stamped on the upper
section of DHF board in the divisions of
31.3 cm and 83.3 cm (for the axial
dimension 62.5 cm). Thanks to the nail

grid, no additional marking is necessary
during assembly. This also simplifies
installation in the case of deviating
raster dimensions. Only the first nail is
placed and the DHF board is fastened
parallel to the line print.

Floor to ceiling formats
The formats of DHF boards are optimal
for use on the roof or on the wall. With
board lengths of 2,500 mm, 2,800 mm,
and 3,000 mm, timber frame
architectural panels can be constructed
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for different floor heights without
horizontal joints. The set of formats
matching our OSB boards simplifies the
planning and the manufacturing of roofs
and walls in timber frame construction.

It's that easy
- thanks to
the nail grid,
nothing goes
wrong.
15

Installation and processing
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3

3 Installation and processing
You can build things
with this board.

And, in order to make sure that you can build things with this board
without problems, the next pages list all important information
concerning the DHF. The specialist applications of the DHF board include
the use in roof structures and as external planking of timber frame
construction walls behind various façade systems. And even more
detailed, more specialised, even closer to the real experience during
construction. So that assembly always delivers a perfect masterpiece.
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Installation and processing

a

EGGER DHF on the roof
The DHF board is used in roof structures as
underlay (A).

DHF boards are medium density fibreboards of
the MDF.RWH type, in line with EN 622-5. Their
use as underlay boards in the roof area for
non-reinforcing purposes is described in the
standards EN 14964 and EN 13986. DHF boards
protected against weathering may be used for
reinforcing planking for short and very short
load effects (e.g. wind) in line with the
stipulations of the building permit Z-9.1-454 of
German Institute for Building Technology (DIBt).

≥ 14°

≥ 14°

10°-14°

The following conditions should be taken
into account when using DHF boards as
underlay:

• DHF boards can be used as underlay boards 		
without covering the tongue and groove joints
up to a roof pitch of 14°.

10°-14°

10°

• In the case of roof pitches below 14°, 		
the tongue and groove joints must be covered
with additional tape in order to achieve rain 		
X°
resistance. 10°

• The actual roof pitch may not be below 10°.

10°-14°

10°
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10°

X°

X°

• Blunt joints of cut boards must generally be 		
covered.

X°

The following conditions should be taken
into account when using DHF boards as
underlay:

• A roof is rain-resistant when it’s slope is at 		
least 140. Under this pitch, additional 		
measures should be taken, such as using an
underlay made of DHF boards.

→

• Roof pitches below 140 can only be covered 		
with metal. The use of clay or cement tiles 		
here is prohibited.
• Up to a rafter spacing of 1,000 mm, DHF 		
boards are puncture-resistant and accessible.

Nail sealing tape
When fastening counter battens on DHF boards,
no nail sealing tape is necessary.
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Installation and processing

Installing DHF boards on the roof

1
2
3
4

Installation begins at the eaves and continues horizontally from one corner of the roof to the next.
Once the last board in one row has been cut, a new row can be started with the remaining piece. This
saves material.
The tongue of the DHF board must always point to the ridge, so that the tongue and groove connection
is sealed and the water can be drained.
If the boards are not used for reinforcing the structure, the boards may be installed with 'flying' joints.
In case of reinforcing planking with DHF boards, short board edges must always be fixed to the rafters.

DHF on the roof with
reinforcing function

6a
3a

2,500 mm
5

1,250 mm

4
2

3b

1

recommended
rafter spacing
833 mm

DHF on the roof without
reinforcing function

2,500 mm
675 mm

recommended
rafter spacing
833 mm
→
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Board formats
For applications on the roof, these board formats
with 4-sided tongue and groove profile should be
used exclusively
2,500 × 675 mm
without reinforcing function
2,500 × 1,250 mm
with reinforcing function

It sits in
place, it fits and that’s it.
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Installation and processing

EGGER DHF on the wall
DHF boards may be used as external wall sheathing (a)
of timber frame construction walls behind various
façade systems.

1 Ventilated façade cladding

EGGER DHF provides multiple options for the design
of rear-ventilated façades for timber frame
constructions with DHF boards. It must be proven
that all façades comply with requirements
concerning efficient weather protection and driving
rain resistance.

a

Horizontal weatherboarding or vertical “board to
board” rear-ventilated façades do not require
additional measures, such as façade wraps on the
DHF boards. In contrast, in the case of façades with a
large amount of joints, such as horizontal wood
siding with open joints and of non-ventilated
façades (only horizontal battens with non-ventilated
compartments), façade wraps should be applied to
the DHF boards as protective measure.

2 Plaster and thermal insulation composite 			
systems for exterior applications
Direct plastering of DHF boards is not possible.
Nevertheless, the combination of DHF boards with
thermal insulation composite systems provides an
additional energy saving measure for timber frame
constructions.
One part of the insulating layer thickness can be
relocated to the exterior skin of the building shell,
therefore allowing the wood cross-sections to be
reduced to the requirements.
Approved thermal insulation composite systems
suitable for DHF shall be used. These systems are
best installed according to the installation
guidelines of the system suppliers.
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Vertical section

3 Lining systems of masonry

Lining systems of masonry are able to absorb
larger quantities of moisture in the case of driving
rain. In addition, the masonry is relatively vapourpermeable in comparison to the remaining wall
structure. The air gap between the masonry lining
and the DHF board is not ventilated. This results at
times in high air humidity inside the air gap,
leading to unsuitable permeability conditions.
Therefore, a water-draining and vapour-permeable
layer (sd value 0.3 to 1.0 m) should be integrated
outside the DHF board.

Horizontal section

1a

Rear-ventilated wood façades
Horizontal section

1b

Large format façade boards
Horizontal section

2

Plaster and thermal insulation
composite system for external
applications
Horizontal section

3

→

Lining system of masonry

Board formats
For applications on the wall, these board
formats with 2-sided tongue and groove profile
should be used exclusively
2,800 × 1,250 mm
3,000 × 1,250 mm
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Installation and processing

Material moisture
Length changes due to moisture
Wood as main component of the DHF boards is a
hygroscopic material. This means that the moisture
content of boards changes in relation to the
prevailing humidity and temperature. Length,
width and thickness changes are connected to
changes in material moisture. Changes in the
length of DHF boards due to the moisture content
of the material can be expected at 0.04 % for each
1 % of change in the material moisture content.

If the roof and wall boards are used for loadbearing purposes in line with the stipulations of
the German building permit, the boards must be
protected after assembly from direct weathering
and precipitation. In addition, the board moisture
should never exceed 15 %.
Correct construction from a moisture point of view:
• Ideally, the permeability effective overall
structure of external components should be 		
prefabricated with insulation and vapour barrier
on the side of the room.
• In the case of production on the construction
site, the vapour barrier (OSB) on the side of the
room should be integrated first, followed by the
structure of components on the outside.

→

Expansion gaps
DHF boards should generally be installed tightly joined.
Large wall and roof surfaces should be partitioned with
expansion gaps in sections with side lengths of
maximum 10 m. These expansion gaps should be
10 mm to 15 mm wide.

!
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• Prefabricated components planked on one side
with DHF boards should be completed on the
construction site with insulation and vapour 		
barrier on the side of the room.

Caution - Convection
• Through leaks in the building envelope, moist and warm air may be transported into the component cross
section (convection), where it may occur on cold surfaces (e.g., DHF planking) as condensation water. The
amount of condensation water may exceed the evaporation potential of the construction by a factor of 1,000.
• Condensation due to convection must be excluded during construction with a properly executed, airtight
layer (e.g., through joint sealing tapes).
• Resulting condensation is not diffusible and can no longer be transported through a material via diffusion
processes. It leads to a potentially unacceptable increase in material moisture and related damage.

Uninsulated loft
Permeability processes and the related condensation water also occur in the case of underlays in the
area of uninsulated lofts.
If sufficient and permanent ventilation cannot be
secured via openings in the eaves, ridge, and gable condensation water will occur on the cold surface of the DHF board under unfavourable climatic
conditions.
Lofts that are not permanently insulated in relation
to DHF board underlays are not recommended in
the case of absent or insufficient ventilation.

Crawl space
DHF boards are not recommended as lower building edge to crawl spaces. Due to the lower edge on
the soil as well as unfavourable ventilation conditions, relatively humid climate conditions may
arise in crawl spaces.
High air humidity may lead to condensation water
on the external boards surface. Larger amounts of
condensation water lead to permanently increased
material moisture. In combination with existing climate conditions, an infestation by moulds cannot
be excluded.

Ventilation of uninsulated lofts

Surface coating
In the case of coatings, the DHF boards must be
prepared accordingly. The surface must be free of
dust and grease, absorbent, sanded and dry.
Visible external boards that are not directly
weathered should be coated adequately for

protection against weathering and abrasion. It is
recommended to test the functioning of the
coating system on a test area. Compliance with the
processing instructions of the manufacturers is
mandatory.
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Statics
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4

4 Statics

You can count on us.
And also on the following values.
Good planning is essential for a successful building project. The predimensioning of wall and roof panels, the fastening and material features
of the DHF are a key part of it. How to best process this information and all
figures, data and facts is detailed on the following pages. Just in time to
immediately start planning.
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Statics

Pre-dimensioning
DHF boards may be used as planking for roofs and
timber frame construction walls in applications
with computational proof in line with EN 1995-1-1.
Recommendations regarding fasteners must also
be observed.
For dimensioning, the range of applications in
class of use 1 or 2 and Eurocode 5 has to be taken
into account. As a rule, class of use 2 shall be
assumed. When dimensioning for board stress, the
exposure times "short" and "very short" are at
most admissible for DHF boards.

The bearing strength of 37.4 N/mm² for fasteners
regulated by the CE declaration of performance
allows planking made of DHF boards to contribute
significantly to building reinforcement.

→

The following measurement tables for roof and wall
panels assume the one-sided outer planking of the
structure with DHF boards.

Modification factors kmod and deformation factors kdef
When dimensioning according to Eurocode 5, for
DHF boards in the classes of use 1 and 2 (class of
use 1: dry area / class of use 2: wet area – not
directly weathered) the modification factors kmod

and deformation factors kdef in Tables 3.1 and 3.2,
Eurocode 5 (EN 1995-1-1) for the MBH.LA2 board
may be used.

kdef

kmod
class of load duration
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class of use 1

class of use 2

medium

0.6

0.45

short

0.8

0.6

very short

1.1

0.8

class of use 1

class of use 2

3.0

4.0

It cannot be
easily
deformed.
29
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Roof panels
Structuring the roof panel

Framework conditions
• Class of use 2, class of load duration: short
• Load introduction via distribution ribs (rafters)
• The rafter spacing may not be more than 3/4 of the
short board side. For this reason, we recommend the
board format 2,500 × 1,250 mm with 4-sided tongue
and groove profile for structuring a roof panel.

2

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
3

The tables on these pages are based on the simplified proof
procedure according to EN 1995-1-1. They are used for predimensioning and do not replace the static proof of a
structural engineer.

→

b

→

→

1

q

l

1 edge beam
2 discontinuous joints
3 board assemblies

Required fastener gap for roof panels in the case of eaves wind loads (simple beam),
planked on one side with EGGER DHF 15 mm
maximum uniform
distributed
horizontal load q in
kN/m

≥ 5.0

panel width l
(max. 12.5 m)
in m

spacing of staplings/fasteners a in mm
at a panel height b in m (rafter length)
2.5

3.75

5.0

6.25

7.5

8.75

10.0

5.0

70

110

140

150**

150**

150**

150**

7.5

–*

70

90

120

150**

150**

150**

10.0

–*

–*

70

90

110

120

140

12.5

–*

–*

50

70

80

100

110

Fasteners: staple/cramp, galvanized EN 14592/A1, d=1.8 mm, l=55 mm, b=11.2 mm, My,k=1,040 Nmm
* failure criterium: shear deformation of the panel occur; smaller fastener spacing not reasonable
** maximum permissible fastener spacing is the relevant parameter.

maximum uniform
distributed
horizontal load q in
kN/m

≥ 5.0

panel width l
(max. 12.5 m)
in m

nail distance a in mm
at a panel height b in m (rafter length)
2.5

3.75

5.0

6.25

7.5

8.75

10.0

5.0

50

80

110

130

150**

150**

150**

7.5

–*

50

70

90

110

120

140

10.0

–*

–*

50

60

80

90

110

12.5

–*

–*

–*

50

60

70

80

Fastener ribbed nails: galvanised, EN 14592/A1, d=2.8 mm, l=55 mm, My,K=2.430 Nmm
* failure criterium: shear deformation of the panel occur; smaller fastener spacing not reasonable
** maximum permissible fastener spacing is the relevant parameter.
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Wall panels
Structuring the wall panel

Framework conditions
• Class of use 2, class of load duration: short
• No horizontal board joints, board width at least wall
height/4, etc.
• Board longitudinal edges run parallel to the wood studs
• Board joints are always located on wood studs

Fv,Rd →

→

→

→

h

l

a

Load capacity of wall panels from horizontal loads, planked on one side with EGGER DHF 15 mm,
wall height h 2,500 mm, pillar distance a 62.5 cm
rated value of shear wall sustainability Fv,Rd (kN)
in relation to the stapling distance in mm

panel width l
in cm
125

100

75

50

125

3.8

4.8

6.1*

6.1*

250

7.6

11.6

12.2*

12.2*

Fastener stapling: galvanised, EN 14592/A1, d=1.8 mm, l=55 mm, b=11.2 mm, My,k=1,040 Nmm
* failure criterium: shear deformation of the panel occur

rated value of shear wall sustainability Fv,Rd (kN)
in relation to the nail distance in mm

panel width l
in cm
125

100

75

50

125

3.1

3.9

5.2

6.1*

250

6.2

7.8

10.2

12.2*

Fastener ribbed nails: galvanised, EN 14592/A1, d=2.8 mm, l=55 mm, My,K=2.430 Nmm
* failure criterium: shear deformation of the panel occur
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Fastening
DHF boards can be fastened with fasteners like
stapling, nails or screws. DHF boards have a high
bearing strength for fasteners with wire thickness
up to 3 mm. Therefore, fastening with stapling is
adequate. In general, the following applies for
stapling and nails:
• length 2.5 × board thickness, at least 50 mm
• stapling with wire thickness of at least 1.52 mm
• resistant to corrosion, made of galvanised or
stainless steel

• when using nails: flat-head nails with gutter
groove, screwnails or annularly threaded nails
For planking loaded components, the minimum
fastener distances specified in the table must be
observed. In the case of non-load bearing 		
planking, the fastener distances in the following
image should not be exceeded.

Minimum distances of the fasteners of planking loaded wooden plates and EGGER DHF
minimum distances

distance a

angle
(load-fibre angle)

stapling

nails

a1

with each other in the
direction of the fibre

0° ≤ α ≤ 360°

15 × d**

15 × d

a4,t*

with each other at a right
angle to the direction of
the fibre, stressed edge

0° ≤ α ≤ 180°

20 × d

12 × d

a4,c

free edge

180° ≤ α ≤ 360°

10 × d

7×d

*	only in exceptional cases, upon load introduction via edge rib without distributor (edge rib stressed upon deflection), for load-fibre angle of 90°
** staple-fibre angle ≥ 30°

Recommendation for maximum fastener distances of non-load bearing structures
3×d

150 mm
→

3×d

150 mm

300 mm
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300 mm

Further information regarding fasteners is
available in EN 1995-1-1.

Fastening counter battens on DHF boards
Counter battens are anchored in the rafters through
DHF boards. The proof regarding the load-bearing
capacity of the fasteners is provided on the basis
of the theory of Johansen. The following table,
listing data regarding the required quantity of
fasteners, the following framework conditions are
taken into account:

In the case of larger counter batten cross-sections,
longer nails must be used. The wind suction is
secured with a minimum insertion depth of 12 dn
into the rafters.

• the computation occurs with nails 3.1 × 80 mm
according to EN 10230
• the counter battens have minimum dimensions
of 30 × 50 mm and are fastened to the rafters
with 15 mm DHF boards

Number of nails necessary per metre of counter-batten (piece/linear metre)
snow
0.75 kN/m2

1.00 kN/m2

1.50 kN/m2

2.50 kN/m2

rafters spacing emax in mm

850

1,000

850

1,000

850

1,000

850

1,000

lightweight roofing
0.35 kN/m2

3

3

3

3

3

4

5

5

average roofing
0.60 kN/m2

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

6

heavy roofing
0.95 kN/m2

4

5

5

5

5

6

7

8
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Material features
When you want to use EGGER DHF easily and quickly.
Characteristic strength values and computational values of stiffness in N/mm²
(General building permit Z-9.1-454)
panel stress
thickness tnom
mm

deflection

12–20

11

fm,k

pulling
ft,0,k

pressure

ft,90,k

fc,0,k

fc,90,k

11.7

9.6

shearing
fv,k
3.4

panel stress
thickness tnom
mm

12–20

modulus of elasticity

shear module

deflection

pulling

pressure

Em,mean

E0,mean

E90,mean

Gmean

2,000

2,100

2,000

600

board stress
thickness tnom
mm

12–20

thickness tnom
mm

12–20

34

deflection

shear

modulus of
elasticity
deflection

shear module

fm,k

fv,k

Em,mean

Gmean

19

1.1

3,000

100

bearing strength
N/mm2

fastener
d

fh,k
0°

90°

≤ 3 mm

37.4

37.4

3 mm < ≤ 8 mm

18.0

18.0

Physical and other characteristics of EGGER DHF
property

standard

unit

value

density

DIN EN 323

kg/m³

≥ 600

computational value μ value
(dry cup/wet cup)

EN ISO 12572

–

thermal conductivity λR

abZ Z-9.1-454

W/(mK)

0.10

specific thermal capacity c

EN 12524

J/(kgK)

1,700

building materials class

DIN 4102-1

–

B2 – normal flammability

reaction to fire

EN 13501-1

–

D-s2, d0

length change per 1%
material humidity change

EN 318

%/%

0.04

formaldehyde emissions

EN 717-1

ppm

< 0.03

thickness tolerance

abZ Z-9.1-454

mm

± 0.4

edge straightness

EN 324

mm/m

1.5

squareness

EN 324

mm/m

2.0

dimensional tolerance
length/width

EN 324

mm

± 3.0 / ± 3.0

sound absorption coefficient

EN 13986

–

250 - 500 Hz: 0.10
1,000 - 2,000 Hz : 0.30

d

μ

sd

15 mm

11/11

0.165 m

→

Further information is available in the CE
declaration of performance.
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Handling

5
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5 Handling

Because it's in your hands.
Even if you plan well, unexpected things may still happen. In order to get
all possible problems out of the way in advance, here are a few tips on
storage and packaging. And, in order to make sure that everything goes
well at the end as well, here you also find everything concerning the
disposal of the DHF board.
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Handling

Storage and packaging
Correct storage and packaging are essential for
problem-free processing. DHF boards are secured
in a package with a front cardboard and a stretch
film, as well as protective strips and packaging
straps to prevent transport and moisture damage.
The following principles should generally be
observed:

• When using the forklift for transport, the squared
timber must be high enough to prevent damage.

• Horizontal storage is done on uniform high
square timbers with a span of not more than 80
cm. Upright storage (standing nearly vertical) is
only possible for a few boards on a dry surface.
Boards with tongue and groove profile may only
stand on the groove side.

• The boards should be stored in uniformly airconditioned spaces and be sufficiently
protected against direct weathering (closed
truck platforms, cover film).

• If several pallets are stacked on top of each other
then the squared timber should be aligned by
height.

• The packaging straps around the packages
should be removed promptly in order to avoid
compression stress in the package during 		
storage in a warehouse.

• It is advisable to acclimatise boards on site for
up to 48-hours, to ensure moisture content is at
the correct level on site prior to installation.

Tarpaulin

80 cm

Disposal
Wood-based material may be used in some material
or energy applications. Residues of DHF boards
coming from construction sites as well as those from
demolition measures should primarily be utilised
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materially. If this is not possible they must be
utilised for energy generation instead of dumping
(waste material key according to European waste
material catalogue: 170201/030103).

We recommend:
Proper handling
39

Service and quality
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6

6 Service and quality

More quality with more safety.

And more safety with more quality. Our products convince through their
quality. This is proven by the many seals of quality and certifications
obtained by DHF. If, nevertheless, you do need a little bit of help, we are
of course available with advice and direct support.
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Service and quality

Service
• targeted support and professional advice upon
purchase and assembly
• technical field service
• technical information portal on the internet
www.egger.com/buildingproducts
• extensive planning and product documentation
• participation in trade fairs
• association work
• technical training
• plant visits
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→

Country-specific processing
information for Germany,
Austria and Switzerland are
available in the Germanspeaking DHF brochure.

EGGER DHF stock programme
Have you decided on the DHF board?
These board formats are currently available:
board thickness
mm

2-sided tongue and groove profile

4-sided tongue and groove profile

2,800 × 1,250

3,000 × 1,250

2,500 × 675

2,500 × 1,250
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Quality
Our products convince through their quality. We
don't just claim this - we can also prove it. The
performance of our products is regularly measured
and proven by external testing institutes. Here are
the seals of quality and certifications of the DHF
board.
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What do we have to say on the topic of the environment?
We provide answers and insights in our environment and
sustainability brochure.
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www.egger.com/dhf
t +49 3841 301-0 · f +49 3841 301-20222 · info-wis@egger.com

Do you want to know more?
Simply scan here and get
detailed information.

EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar

EGGER Building Products GmbH

GmbH & Co. KG

Weiberndorf 20

Am Haffeld 1

6380 St. Johann in Tirol

23970 Wismar

Austria
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